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The Coastal Ocean Dynamics Experiment Collection' An Introduction
R. C. BEARDSLEY AND S. J. LENTZ

Woods Hole OceanographicInstitution, Woods Hole, Massachusetts

The Coastal Ocean Dynamics Experiment (CODE) was designed to identify and study those dynamical processeswhich
govern the wind-driven motion of water over the continental
shelf. The initial effort in this multiyear, multi-institutional
research program was to obtain high-quality data sets of all
the relevant physical variables needed to construct accurate
kinematic and dynamic descriptionsof the responseof continental shelf waters to strong wind forcing in the synoptic band
covering 2- to 20-day variability. Two small-scale,denselyinstrumented field experiments, each approximately 4 months

The first small-scale experiment (CODE 1) was conducted
as a pilot study in which primary emphasiswas placed on
characterizing both the wind-driven "signal" and the "noise"
from which this signal must be extracted.In particular, CODE
1 was designedto identify the key features of the circulation
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and 1982 (CODE 2). A more sparselyinstrumented,long-term,
large-scalecomponentwas also conductedin conjunctionwith
a separate but related Large-ScaleWest Coast Shelf Experiment (informally called "SuperCODE") to help separate the
local wind-driven responsein the region of the small-scale
experiments from motions generated in some distant region
along the coastand to investigatethe seasonalcyclesof atmospheric forcing, water structure, and coastal currents between
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The site selectedfor CODE is a region of the continental
shelf north of San Francisco extending from Point Reyes
north to Point Arena (seeFigure 1). Relative to the rest of the
California shelf, this location is characterized by both simple
bottom topography and large wind stressfluctuationsduring
both winter and summer. The monthly mean wind stressesin
the CODE region are the largest along the U.S. west coast.
More importantly, the fluctuating wind stressexhibits large
variability on time scales of several days, superposedon a
strong annual cycle which consistsof generally southward
(upwelling-favorable)winds in the spring and summer and
strong variable winds in the winter. The middle and outer
shelf in this region has a mud-silty sand bottom and is gener-
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ally characterizedby an absenceof large-scalebedforms[Cac-

chioneet al., 1983];hencerelativelywellbehavednear-bottom 34ø
flow' was expectedand found in CODE [Grant et al., 1983].
The major observational elements in CODE were (1)
moDred arrays instrumented to measure wind velocity, air
temperature, solar radiation, current velocity, water temperature, conductivity, and bottom pressure;(2) shipboard observations of water temperature, conductivity and current, and
velocity as a function of depth; and (3) aircraft observationsof
wind velocity,wind stress,temperature,humidity, and sea surface temperature. In addition, surface drifters were tracked
from shore and by aircraft; satellite-derivedsea surfacetemperature data and coastal zone color scanner (CZCS) data
were collected; and auxiliary measurementsof wind, atmospheric pressure,and sea level at appropriate coastal stations
and environmental buoys were obtained.
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Fig. 1. The regionof the CODE small-scaleexperimentshownin
relationshipto the rest of the California coast and adjacent continental shelf. The locations of NOAA Data Buoy Office (NDBO)
meteorological buoys deployed along the California shelf are also
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Fig.2. A three-dimensional
schematic
ofthefinalCODE1 moored
arraywhich
returned
usable
data.Current
meter

locations
areidentified
bysolid
circles,
meteorological
buoys
areshown
bybuoys,
thetemperature-conductivity
chain
is
shown
byopen
circles,
thebottom
stress
instrumentation
isshown
bybisected
triangles
andrectangles,
bottom
pressure

andtemperature
recorders
areshown
byasterisks,
coastal
sealevel
stations
areshown
bytriangles,
andcoastal
meteoro-

logical
stations
areshown
bysolid
squares.
Thermistor
chains
areshown
atC2andS2.Theshelf
width
inthisregion
is
about
20km.Oneofthebottom
stress
instruments
wasmoved
during
bothCODE1 andCODE2 tosample
various
locations near C3.
and its variability over the northern California shelf and to

(C),andRoss(R)linesandconsisted
ofmoorings
deployed
at

determinethe importanttime and lengthscalesof the surface the 60-m, 90-m, and 130-m isobathswhich characterizethe

forcingand wind-driven
response.
Accordingly,
a T-shaped inner,middle,and outershelf,respectively.
In addition,the
arrayof instrumented
moorings
wasdeployed,
consisting
of a shipand aircraftsurveyareaswereenlarged
to investigate
five-element
cross-shelf
transect
anda three-element
subarray bettertheinfluence
ofPointArenaandslopeflowphenomena.

deployed along a midshelfisobath. A schematicof the CODE

The CODE field programendedin early 1983,and some

1 mooredarray is shownin Figure 2. Previousobservations resultshave beenpublishedprior to this specialissue.An

hadsuggested
thatthevertical
structure
of currents
waslikely initial description
of the CODE 1 resultspresented
in Eos
to change
mostrapidlyin a cross-shelf
ratherthanalongshelf [CODE Group,1983] focusedon the spatialstructureand
direction, and thus the Central line located near Sea Ranch variability
of the variousfieldsand the needfor expanded
was most heavily instrumented.
horizontal
sampling
in CODE 2. Otherearlyresults
included
The CODE 1 results showed that the current field was an analysis
of the large-scale
seasurface
temperature
(SST)
highlycoherentin the verticalbut exhibitedlargerthanex- fieldfromadvanced
veryhighresolution
radiometer
(AVHRR)
pectedhorizontal
mesoscale
variabilityovertheshelfandsug- imageryandits relationship
to the large-scale
windfieldand
gested
thattheflowoverbothshelfandslopemaybestrongly coastal
topography
[Kelly,1985],theexistence
ofatmospheric
influencedby offshoreeddy features,distantand local wind internalKelvin wavespropagating
northwardin the coastal
forcing,and local topographicfeatureslike Point Arena and marinelayeroff northernCalifornia[Dorrnan,
1985],a dePoint Reyes.As a result,the mooredarray for the second scription
of waterstructure
overtheshelfandslopein CODE
small-scale
experiment,
CODE 2, wasdesigned
with reduced 1 andtherelationship
between
atmospheric
forcingandvariaverticalbut increased
horizontalsamplingto studythemeso- bilityin shelfwaterproperties
[Huyer,1984],nonlinear
interscalevariability
in all parameters.
TheCODE 2 mooredarray nal wavespropagating
acrossthe outershelf[Howelland
consisted
of threemain cross-shelf
subarrays
and a lightly Brown,1985], eventand statisticaldescriptions
of the Lainstrumented
cross-shelf
subarrayjust north of Point Arenato grangian
flow fieldand the heatbudgetas determined
by
examineflow continuityaround Point Arena. A schematicof near-surface
drifters[Davis,1985a,b], theexistence
of large
the CODE 2 mooredarray is shownin Figure3. The three horizontalcurrentshearover the shelfinferredfrom a remotemaincross-shelf
subarrays
werelabeledtheNorth(N),Central ly sensed
surface
waverefraction
pattern[Sheres
et al.,1985],
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Fig. 4. (top) AVHRR infrared satellite image from NOAA 7 taken at 2211 UT July 9, 1982, during an upwelling event
which started on about June 29 and lasted through July 15. Sea surfacetemperature is shown by a grey scale with the
lighter regions near the coast indicating colder surface water there due to active coastal upwelling. Point Reyes is the
coastal feature in the lower right hand corner of the image, and the positionsof the CODE 2 current meter mooringsare
noted by circles. (bottom) On the left are the low-passed current vectors at 10-m depth on each of the current meter
moorings and the wind vector from the C3 meteorological buoy (displayed in the upper right of this panel) at the same
time as the satellite image. Scalesfor the current and wind vectorsare given in the lower left and upper right respectively.
The right panel shows selectedsurface drifter tracks through the CODE array over a 5-day period beginning July 9.
Symbols represent actual drifter fixes; lines connecting symbols are subjectiverepresentationsof the drifter tracks. Note
that wind and current

vectors and drifter tracks are all southeastward

and a band of cold water is evident near the coast.
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the influence

of the combined

wave and current

near-bottom

flow field on bottom stress [Grant et al., 1984-[, sediment
transport over the inner shelf [Cacchioneet al., 1984-[,and a
description of several offshore jets or "squirts" of upwelled
shelf water based on shipboard acousticDoppler current and

C5

C4

C5

C2

.-

o

hydrographicobservations[Kosro and Huyer, 1986-[.In addition, over 40 CODE technical and data reports have been
published by the various CODE investigators.Listings of
theseand other publishedpapers,plus copiesof data reports
summarizing the CODE 1 I-Rosenfeld,1983] and CODE 2
[Limeburner,1985] moored array and large-scaleobservations
are available and can be obtained by writing to us at the
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.
BecauseCODE involved investigatorsfrom both coasts,informal workshopshave been held at the fall meetingsof the
American Geophysical Union to discussresults and coordinate analyses,and the idea of a dedicatedissueof the Journal
of GeophysicalResearcharose as a vehiclefor presentationof
other initial analysesof the various CODE observations.The
collection of papers that follows is the result of that effort.
Some papers focus on one or severalphenomena or processes
and usevariousparts of the combinedCODE data set in their
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analyses,while other papersdescribespecificmeasurementsor
present modeling results. While the primary objective of
CODE was to examine the subtidal shelf responseto strong

synoptic scale wind forcing, the CODE and CODE-related
studiespresentedin this collectioninvestigatemany different
processeswhich cover a wide range of spatial and temporal
scales,from thousands of kilometers to centimeters and from
months to seconds,respectively.
An important goal of the CODE program is to characterize
atmosphericforcing over the California shelf. The first four
papers in this volume examine various aspectsof the wind
forcing.Halliwell and Allen [this issue] use both observedand
geostrophic winds derived from surface pressure maps to
characterizethe structure and variability of the large-scalesurface wind field along the west coast of the United States and
Canada during both winter and summer seasons.An overview
of the marine boundary layer structure and the associated
surface wind field over the northern California shelf during the
upwelling seasonis given by Beardsleyet al. [this issue]. The
marine layer in this region during the upwelling seasonis
capped by a sharp inversion during periods of persistent
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Fig. 5. Cross sections of the low-passed alongshelf current and
temperature along the C line at 2200 UT July 9, 1982 (same time as
Figure 4). The current meter measurements used to infer the isotachs
and isotherms were made at the locations identified by dots. Note
that the isotherms slope upward toward the coast. The alongshelf
current is equatorward, with the maximum velocity at midshelf.

1000 km, which marks the establishment of the North Pacific

upwelling-favorable
winds,and Zembaand Friehe [this issue] high and the onset of persistent upwelling-favorable winds
use aircraft measurementsto describethe low-level jet in the
alongshelfwind profile which occursnear the inversionheight
over the shelf. During the spring and summer upwelling
season,the surface winds over the shelf off northern California
are stronglypolarized in the alongshelfdirection and are gen-

along the Oregon and northern California coast. The atmosphericspring transition usually occursover a 1- to 2-day time
span in late March or April and is followed by a more gradual
fall transition (occurring in September and October) back to
winter conditions. The CODE small-scale arrays were deerally upwellingfavorable;however,the winds occasionally ployed in March or early April (thus capturing the spring
weaken or reverse. Dotman [this issue] shows that some of transition) and continued through the spring and summer upthese wind relaxations or reversals may be associated with welling season.Strub et al. [this issue(b)-I describe the largenorthward propagating coastally trapped gravity currents in scale characteristicsof the oceanic spring transition along the
the marine boundary layer.
California and Oregon shelf, while Lentz Ethis issue] gives a
The two CODE small-scale experiments were conducted more detailed description of the shelf responsein the CODE
during the upwelling seasonwhich occurs in late spring and region to this sudden atmospheric transition.
summer over the northern California shelf. Strub et al. [this
An overview and comparison of the spatial structure and
issue(a)] use the long-term CODE and SuperCODE coastal temporal variability of the post-spring transition surfacewind
wind, sea level, and moored current measurementsto describe stress,current, and temperature fields during CODE 1 and 2,
the annual variations in atmospheric forcing, current, water based primarily on the moored observations,is presented by
temperature,and sealevel along the westcoastof the United Winant et al. [this issue]. This and some of the subsequent
States between 35ø and 48øN. The "spring transition" is a papers focus on the shelf responseto the two basic wind states
sudden,large-scaleevent, with an alongshelfscale exceeding during CODE: periods of strong, persistent upwelling-
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Fig. 6. Sameas Figure4 for a relaxationeventduringCODE 2. The satelliteimagewas taken at 2222 UT May 27,
1982,and the low-passed
wind and 10-mcurrentvectorscorrespondto the sametime.This wind relaxationeventstarted
on May 23 and lasteduntil June1. The driftertrackscoverthe time periodfrom May 25 to 29. Note that the wind is weak
and there is a more complicatedcurrentpattern relativeto the upwellingeventin Figure 4. Both the currentmetersand
the driftersshowa polewardflow nearshore,with a band of warm water extendingpolewardfrom Point Reyes.

favorable winds, and periods of weak and/or reversedwinds
called wind relaxation events. Examples of the two resulting
flow regimes and the complex three-dimensionalstructure of
the shelf responseare illustrated in Figures 4-7. SST and nearsurface flow fields and cross-shelfsections of temperature and
alongshelf current observed during CODE 2 are shown in

Figures 4 and 5 for one upwelling period and in Figures 6 and
7 for one wind relaxation event. These figures, which display
satellite infrared images, moored current and temperature observations, and drifter tracks, also give a flavor for the variety
of observational techniques used to characterize the shelf response in CODE. An equatorward near-surface jet occurs

BEARDSLEY
AND LENTZ' COASTALOCEANDYNAMICSEXPERIMENT

over the shelf during the upwelling period, with the coldest
water near the coastand isothermsslopingupward toward the
coast. During the relaxation event, the flow pattern is three
dimensional and includes a poleward flow near the coast. A
tongue of warm water trapped to the coast extendsnorthward
from Point Reyes,and isothermsslope downward toward the
coast over the inner shelf and upward over the outer shelf
where previously upwelled water is continuing to flow offshore. The overall water temperaturesare warmer during the
upwelling period shown here becausethis event occurred later
in the summer and there is a general tendency for the shelf
water temperaturesto rise through the summer [Huyer, 1984].
A complementary overview of the spatial structure and temporal variability of the pressurefield using observationsfrom
moored bottom pressure, temperature, and conductivity sensors and coastal pressureand buoy wind observations is given
by Brown et al. [this issue]. A descriptionof the spatial structure of the shelf current field during CODE 1 and 2 using
shipboard acousticDoppler current measurementsis given by
Kosro [this issue], while Huyer and Kosro [this issue] describe
the spatial structure of the temperature, salinity, and density
fields in the CODE region based on three mesoscalehydrographic surveys made during each small-scale experiment.
While the coldest surface water is generally found over the
inner shelf near the coast during active upwelling in the
CODE area, a band of warm water is frequently observed
nearshore during wind relaxation events (see Figures 6 and 7).
Send et al. [this issue] propose a simple conceptual model to
explain the near-surface, nearshore temperature evolution
during wind relaxation events. The cross-shelf structure of
temperature, salinity, and light transmissionduring upwelling
and wind relaxation events is examined by Drake and Cacchione[this issue].
The CODE moored array included one mooring deployed
on the upper slope (C5, Figure 3) for a 16-month period.
Noble et al. [this issue(a)] use observationsfrom this mooring
in conjunction with simultaneous observations made over the
midslopeand adjacentdeep-seabasin to examine the structure

andvariabiiity
of thedeeper
subtidal
flowfield.Theyfind
some evidence for local wind forcing. The structure and nature
of the barotropic semidiurnal tidal currents over the northern
California shelf and deeper continental margin are described

by Rosenreidand Beardsley[this issue] and Noble et al. [this
issue(b)], respectively.
The wave guide nature of the continental margin is well
recognizednow, and wind-drivencoastal-trappedwave theory
describeshow subinertial currents in a particular shelf region
can, in principle, be driven by distant (i.e., nonlocal) wind
forcing.Denboand Allen [this issue]describeand contrastthe
responseof alongshelfcurrent and coastalsea level along the
U.S. Pacific coast to large-scaleatmospheric forcing during
CODE 1 and 2 using the combined CODE and SuperCODE
data sets.Brink et al. [this issue] force a linear model with a
realistic frequency-wave number spectrum of the shelf wind
stress field to predict the statistical relationship of current,
pressure,and densityfluctuationsover the shelf and slope to
wind stress in CODE 2. Chapman [this issue] uses observed
coastal winds and long, coastal-trapped wave theory to predict the temporal behavior of current, pressure,and density
fluctuations over the shelf in the CODE region during CODE
2. Both approachesdemonstratethe importanceof including
realistic specificationsof the wind stress and bottom stress
fields and are more successfulwith predictions involving

C5
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Fig. 7. Same as Figure 5 for the relaxation event shown in Figure
6. Note that the isotherms slope upward toward the coast over the
outer shelf and downward over the inner shelf, and relatively warm
water is evident very near shore near the surface (the maximum temperature is about 11.5øCat the surfaceat C2). The alongshoreflow is
equatorward over the outer shelfand poleward over the inner shelf.

bottom pressure and alongshelf current than density and
cross-shelf

current.

CODE

included

near-bottom

flow

measurements

made

with two types of instrumented bottom tripods. Cacchioneet
al. [this issue] use data from a previous winter deployment of
the Geoprobe off Bodega Bay to compare profile estimatesof
the bottom shear stresswith predictionsof a simple combined
wave-current

model

that includes

moveable

bed effects. San-

ford and Grant [this issue] propose a model to account for
dissipation of internal wave energy through the bottom
boundary layer which incorporates wave-current interaction
theories.

One of the first major deployments of the commercial version of the vector-measuring current meter (VMCM) was
made in CODE, and a comparison of this instrument with a
vector-averagingcurrent meter (VACM) on a surfacemooring
in the CODE environment is presented by Beardsley [this
issue]. A prototype bottom-mountedacousticDoppler profiling current meter was also deployed at one of the mooring
sitesin CODE 2 (C4, Figure 3), and a preliminary comparison
of the performanceof this instrument with both VACMs and
VMCMs has been made by Pettigrew et al. [1986].
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While CODE wasoriginallydesignedas a physicaloceano- Cacchione, D. A., D. E. Drake, W. D. Grant, and R. Tate, Rippled
graphic experiment, its results have not been entirely limited
to physical aspectsof the coastal ocean. In an earlier paper,
Abbott and Zion [1984] show how sea surface temperature
and near-surfacephytoplankton pigment concentrationsbased
on coastal zone color scanner(CZCS) imagery evolved during
one upwelling event in CODE 1. This analysis has been extended here [Abbott and Zion, this issue] to a time series of
CZCS imagery spanning much of CODE 1 which shows how

spatialpatternsof phytoplankton
pigmentconcentration
are
related to persistent patterns of wind forcing over the northern
California shelf. Side-scan sonar records obtained in CODE

scour depressionson the inner continental shelf off central California, d. Sediment.Petrol., 54(4), 1280-1291, 1984.
Cacchione, D. A., D. E. Drake, M. E. Field, and G. B. Tate, Sea floor
gouges caused by migrating grey whales off northern California,
Cont. She!f Res., in press,1986.
Cacchione, D. A., W. D. Grant, D. E. Drake, and S. M. Glenn,
Storm-dominated bottom boundary layer dynamics on the northern California continental shelf: Measurements and predictions, J.
Geophys.Res., this issue.
Chapman, D.C., Application of wind-forced, long, coastal-trapped
wave theory along the California coast,J. Geophys,Res.,this issue.
CODE Group, Coastal Ocean Dynamics Experiment (CODE): A
preliminary program description, œos Trans. AGU, 64, 538-540,
1983.

showing systematic gouges over the central shelf have also
provided the first evidencethat the California grey whalesfeed
along the bottom during their annual migration along the

Davis, R. E., Drifter observationsof coastal surface currents during
CODE: The method and descriptive view, d. Geophys.Res., 90(C3),

Californiashelfto theirwinterbreeding
grounds
offBajaCali-

Davis, R. E., Drifter observations of coastal surface currents during
CODE: The statistical and dynamical views, J. Geophys. Res.,

fornia[Cacchione
et al., 1986].

4741-4755,

1985a.

90(C3),
4756-4772,
1985b.

The papers presentedin this volume representpart of the Denbo, D. W., and J. S. Allen, Large-scale response to atmospheric
forcing of shelf currents and coastal sea level off the west coast of
initial analysis effort on the CODE observations. Many
North America: May-July 1981 and 1982, J. Geophys. Res., this
CODE investigatorsare working on follow-up studieswhich
issue.
will appear later, hopefully to be followed by a comprehensive
review or summary of the entire program.

Dorman, C. E., Evidenceof Kelvin wavesin California'smarine layer
and related eddy generation, Mon. Weather Rev., 113, 827-839,
1985.
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